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Background – z/TPF MQ Sender Channels
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Problem 1: Single Channel = Finite Bandwidth
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As messages continue to grow in size 
and volume, the bandwidth of a single 
socket may not be enough preventing 
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Problem 2: Overloading the Remote System
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messages fast enough, messages begin 
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Problem 3: Single Point of Failure
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As-Is: Creating Additional Transmission Queues

• To prevent single point of failure or bandwidth constraints
• Additional channels can be created to the same system or 

separate systems

• Applications must create code to monitor the status of channels 
and handle load balancing  across them
• Increased application complexity to monitor the status of 

channels and the size of transmission queues
• Adding new transmission queues may require application 

changes
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As-Is: Application Managed Multi-Channels
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Users

Messages continue to grow in 
size and volume.  During peak 
times,  Marvin sees messages 
sent by the z/TPF system not 
being processed fast enough.

Marvin is an 
MQ admin 

Intermittent Network issues 
force Derrick to manually 
monitor queues and re-route 
messages as needed.  

Derrick is an 
operator 

Zach would like for his application 
to spread messages across all 
available queue managers, and 
react to system state, however he 
does not want to introduce this 
complexity in the applications.

Zach is an 
application programmer 
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Our Vision - z/TPF MQ Dynamic Routing

• Application still sends to a single remote queue name, but the 
remote queue name can be mapped to one or more channels.
• Mapping is done administratively without impacting existing applications

• Monitoring and management of the channels is handled by the z/TPF 
system

• Similar in concept to High Speed Connector where we 
administratively create groups of endpoints (remote systems) 
and their sockets.  
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z/TPF Dynamic Routing Architecture
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MQ Dynamic Routing Configuration File

MQ Remote Queue definitions can be replaced with our new 
MQ Dynamic Routing configuration file.

Queue Name:  RQ1
Remote Queue:  Q1

Remote Queue Manager:  TPFQM1
Transmission Queue:  XQ1

Remote Queue Definition MQ Dynamic Routing Configuration File

#Name, Remote Q, Remote QMGR, Transmission Q

RQ1,    Q1,        TPFQM1,         XQ1
RQ1,    Q1,        TPFQM1,         XQ2
RQ1,    Q1,        TPFQM2,         XQ3
RQ1,    Q1,        TPFQM2,         XQ4

• When the MQ Dynamic Routing Configuration File is loaded to the z/TPF file system
• z/TPF automatically detects this and builds the in-core routing table
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Value Statement – MQ Dynamic Routing

• Multiple channels to remote systems that are managed and monitored by 
the z/TPF system
• Increased throughput of messages being processed
• Higher availability in the event of failures 

• Intelligent load balancing across all available channels
• z/TPF managed routing based on the state of the system and the channels
• Does not require application changes or outages to spread application 

messages across multiple channels. 
• Can dynamically add channel definitions to increase capacity
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Sponsor Users

• Get involved!
• Development Underway
• Technical Demos  
• Beta code

• Email jfmuller@us.ibm.com
jvfarmer@us.ibm.com

mailto:dgritter@us.ibm.com
mailto:jvfarmer@us.ibm.com
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Content Survey

ibm.biz/tpf-
dynamic-routing



Thank You!
Questions or Comments? 
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Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com and Rational are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions 
worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright 
and trademark information” at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.  

Notes

Performance is in Internal Throughput Rate (ITR) ratio based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The 
actual throughput that any user will experience will vary depending upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O 
configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can  be given that an individual user will achieve throughput 
improvements equivalent to the performance ratios stated here.

All customer examples cited or described in this presentation are presented as illustrations of  the manner in which some customers have used IBM products and the 
results they may have achieved.  Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on individual customer configurations and 
conditions.

This publication was produced in the United States.  IBM may not offer the products, services or features discussed in this document in other countries, and the 
information may be subject to change without notice.  Consult your local IBM business contact for information on the product or services available in your area.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

Information about non-IBM products is obtained from the manufacturers of those products or their published announcements.  IBM has not tested those products 
and cannot confirm the performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products.  Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be 
addressed to the suppliers of those products.

Prices subject to change without notice.  Contact your IBM representative or Business Partner for the most current pricing in your geography.

This presentation and the claims outlined in it were reviewed for compliance with US law.  Adaptations of these claims for use in other geographies must be reviewed 
by the local country counsel for compliance with local laws.
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